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A class of maximum distance separable codes is introduced which includes 
Reed-Solomon codes, extended ReeddSolomon codes, and other cyclic or 
pseudocyclic MDS codes studied recently. This class of codes, which we call 
“Cauchy codes” because of the special form of their generator matrices, forms a 
closed submanifold of dimension 2n-4 in the k x (n-k)-dimensional algebraic 
manifold of all MDS codes of length n and dimension k. For every Cauchy code we 
determine the automorphism group and its underlying permutation group. For 
doubly-extended Reed-Solomon codes over GF(q) the permutation group is the 
semilinear fractional group PTL(2, 4). (  1987 Acadennc Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this article we introduce a class of maximum distance separable codes 
which we call “Cauchy codes” because of the special form of their generator 
matrices. They include Reed-Solomon codes Cl013 extended 
Reed-Solomon codes [ 10,2], and other cyclic or pseudocyclic maximum 
distance separable codes studied recently by Rocha [14]. Our notion of 
Cauchy codes slightly extends the notion of generalized Reed-Solomon 
codes [lo] while preserving the algebraic character of Reed-Solomon 
codes. We show that Cauchy codes of length n and dimension k, 
3 <k d n - 3, can be characterized by certain algebraic equations for the 
entries of their generator matrices, and hence form a closed submanifold of 
dimension 2n - 4 in the k x (n - k)-dimensional algebraic manifold of all 
maximum distance separable codes of length n and dimension k. For every 
Cauchy code we determine the automorphism group and its underlying 
permutation group. For example, the permutation group of the doubly- 
extended Reed-Solomon codes over GF(q) is the semilinear fractional 
group PrL(2, q). It is interesting to compare this result with the situation 
of other codes which admit highly transitive permutation groups [ 1, 15, 16, 
13, 9, 8, 73. 
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7(! IKUI. Di‘R 
After this general survey wc recall some basic concepts ot algebraic 
coding theory (our general reference is [ IO] ). Let K be a field I poGbl> 
infinite). The Hamming weight of a vector .X = ( 1, . . . . . y,,,) in ii” is the nurn.. 
ber of nonzero components of .\-. An [n. k J-code over K is a subspace (’ of 
K” of dimension k. A generator matrix of C is a k x n-matrix (; whose rows 
are a basis of C’. The minimum distance of C’ is the least weight of any non- 
zero codeword. If C is an [IZ, k ]-code of minimum distance ri then 
k+d<?z+ 1 t the Singleton bound ) 
Codes where equality holds are called maximum distance separable 
(MDS). In K” the scalar product of x = (s, . . . . . .T,*) and .r; = (J, ,..., J!,,) is 
C;=, x;J,. For an [n, k]-code C‘ the orthogonal subspace C’-’ of K” is an 
[n, rz - k]-code called the dual code. A generator matrix H of (” is called 
a parity check matrix of C because C = ix E K”; A-H’ = 0 1 (Here H’ denotes 
the transposed matrix.) If C is MDS, so is the dual code C’. 
II. C~U(3-i-f Corm 
Let K be a field. The projective line over K is defined as K= Ku ( X, 1, 
where xj is a new symbol called “infinity.” We introduce coordinates on K 
bythemapcp:~~K’-~O~,cp(E.)=(/1,1)if3.~K.andcp(~w_l)=(l,O).For 
=, M’ER we put 
[z, w] = determinant of 
If Z, M:E K then [z, TV] =z--lt’ whereas [z, c*;] = --I. Let K[X, Y], denote 
the set of homogeneous polynomials over K of degree I in two variables X, 
Y. For P E K[X, Y], and z E K we define 
P(z) = P(cp(z)). 
DEFINITION. Let cz = (a, ,..., a,,), where the gi are distinct elements of R; 
let y = (y, ,..., y,), where the .v, are nonzero elements of K; and let 
1 <k <n - 1. Then the Cauchy code Ck(~, y) consists of all vectors 
where P ranges over all elements of K[X, Ylk , . The subset of i? 
is called the location set of C’,(a, y). C,(a, .v) is an [n, k]-code over K. 
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Since any nonzero PE K[X, Ylkp, has at most k - 1 zeros in K, the 
minimum distance is at least n -k + 1, and hence, by the Singleton bound, 
is equal to n -k + 1. Thus CJa, y) is an MDS code. A generator matrix of 
Cda, Y) is 
0 Y2%2 .v3a3 ..f .v,,~ Ian I 0 
. . . . . 
0 y,a:- y3a:-~’ .;I,, ,a: t y, 
where, for convenience, it is supposed that a, = 0 and a,, = co. When L G K, 
C,(a, y) is a generalized Reed-Solomon code as defined in [ 10, p. 3031. In 
some sense Cauchy codes are the projective generalizations of those codes. 
THEOREM 1. The dual code of CAa, y) is C,, A(z, y’), where 
Y: = 
1 
Y,II,~, [a,, a,1 
.for i= 1 ,..., n. 
Proof The scalar product of (y,P(a,))E C,(z, y) and (y,Q(a,))E 
C,, -Aa, Y’) is C:‘= I YMYa,) Q(T) = C:‘= , PQ(aj)KI,. I [a,, a,3 = 0 by the 
following identity. 1 
LEMMA. Let R = K(X,, Y,, X2, Y, ,..., X,,, Y,,) he the field of rational 
,functions over K in variables A’,, Y, ,..., X,,, Y,, Mthere n 3 2. Then for an) 
polynomial P( X, Y) E K[ X, Y],, 2, 
i P(Xi, Y,)/n (X,Y,-X,Y,)=O in R. 
,=I j#l 
Pro@ Define a polynomial over R of degree less than n by Q(Z) = 
ZP(Z, 1 )/X’ X2.. . X,,, where Z is a new indeterminate. Since Q(Xj/Yj) = 
P(X,, Y,)/X,...Xi~,X,+,...X,,Y:‘~~’ for i=l,..., n, we have Q(Z)= 
cy=, ox,, Y,)IX,~~'X IX,+, ...xn n,.i(Y,Z-X,)/(X;Y,-X,Y,) by 
Lagrange interpolation. Setting Z = 0 gives the result. 1 
EXAMPLES. 1. Reed-Solomon codes [lo, p. 2941. Let C be the cyclic 
code over K= GF(q) of length n with generator polynomial 
(X-ih)(X-rh+‘)...(X-jh+n-k~‘), where n divides q- 1, [ is a 
primitive nth root of unity in K, and 0 <h 6 n - 1. If n = q - 1, then C is 
called a Reed-Solomon (RS) code. As H= (icb”’ ‘K-~ “; I= l,..., n-k, 
i = I,..., n) is a parity check matrix of C, C” = C,, mk(a, y’), where a = 
( 1, {, i’)...) 5” - ’ ) and y’ = (1, i”, 12” ,..., [(‘I “h). By Theorem 1 C= C,(a, y), 
where y = (1, (’ “, c2” ‘),..., ((‘l- ‘1” b)). 
? -. Extended Reed-Solomon codes [ 10, p. 296J. Let C be a KS coda 
over K= GF(q) with h = I. Then the extended code C- j (.v ,,.,. .\J t F’: 
(-*, ,..., .Y, , )E c’, x4= ---xc /’ Y. / coincides with the code C’,,tx. ~2). where 
3! = (1, ;, ;‘..._, ;” ‘. 0) and .1’ -:I- t I,.... I, -t 1 ). This can be seen from the 
generator matrix of c‘ by observing that C:’ ,’ 2, -: ~~ 1 if ! -= 1 and :: 0 
else. 
3. Doubly-extended Reed--Solomon codes [2, p. 2201. Let C‘ be a RS 
code over K= GF(y), and let the code c‘* consist of all words 
(.x, , x2 ,..., x,, x,, , , ), where 1’ = (.v? ,..., .Y<, ) E C, .I j = ( EV I,, , and .r-+ , := 
(Fvf hi‘, k 1, Here F: KY ‘-+K” ‘, y=(~*~ ,.... ,r,, L)-‘r=(-,l . . . . . rri ?), 
z,=cy=; ;yy,, is the Fourier transform. Since 
z= (i ‘h+ ’ “(j “; 1= l,..., y-k -+ I, i = I,.... q - I ). is a parity check matrix 
of C*, we have (C*)” = C,, r ,(a, J’), where z = (0, 1, 5 ,..., <“ ‘, r; ) and 
y’ zz ( - 1, 1, p ’ ,...) (“1 2)(h I’, - 1). By Theorem 1 it follows that c’* = 
C,(a, y) where y= (- I, 1, <’ ’ . . . . . cr4 ‘)” h), -- 1). 
4. Some cyclic or pseudocyclic MDS codes over GF(y) of length 
q+ 1. In [S, p. 2931 cyclic MDS codes over GF(q) of length y + 1 and 
dimension k are defined for even q or odd k (When q is odd and k even, no 
such code exists). In [14] pseudocyclic MDS codes of length q + 1 and 
dimension k are constructed for odd q and even k. In the next section we 
shall see that all these codes are, in fact, Cauchy codes. 
5. Subfield subcodes of Cauchy codes. By [4] subfield subcodes of 
Cauchy codes include alternant codes, in particular Goppa codes. More 
explicitly, let F be a subfield of K= GF(q), and let f(u, G) be the Goppa 
code over F with location vector r = (a, ,..., sl,) and Goppa polynomial G. 
Then 
I’(@, G)=C,(m, J)~F 
where k=n-degree of G and ~,=G(a,)/n,+,(~~-2,) for i= l,...,n. 
Extending f(a, G) by an overall parity check gives the code f(cr, G) studied 
in [ 10, p. 3461. But it is not difftcult to see that 
i‘(u., G) = C,(& j) n F’ + ’ 
where oi = (a, ,..., CI,,, m), j = ( JV, ..., I’,,, - y), and ;) = leading coefficient 
of G. 
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III. GENERATOR MATRICES AND ALGEBRAIC RELATIONS 
Every MDS code possesses a unique generator matrix in normal form: 
E)y [ 10, p. 3211 the map 
B -+ row space of (E B) (1) 
sets up a one-to-one correspondence between k x (n - k)-matrices for which 
all subdeterminants are nonzero, and MDS [n, k]-codes over K. Here E is 
the k x k-identity matrix, and (E B) is the block matrix composed of E and 
19. We now characterize those matrices which give rise to Cauchy codes by 
extending results on generalized Reed-Solomon codes obtained in [ 121. 
THEOREM 2. For C,(a, y) the corresponding k x (n - k)-matrix is 
B(j j)-d(j) l 3 
44 [a;, ql ’ 
i= l,..., k,j=k+ I ,..., n. 
(We number the columns of B from k + 1 to n). Here d(i) = yj 
n,, ,[a,, Cri] and d(j) = y, n,[c(,, cr,], where I runs from 1 to k. Hence, up 
to a normalization of the rows and columns, the matrix belonging to a 
‘Cauchy code looks like 
where, for convenience, it is supposed that LX, = 33. Such matrices have 
already been considered by Cauchy in 1841 [ 11, p. 3453. 
Proqf qf Theorem 2. For I= l,..., k let P,(X, Y) = X’-~ ’ Yk-‘. Then G = 
(y,P,(a,); I= l,..., k, i= l,..., n) is a generator matrix of Ck(c(, y). Writing 
G = (V W) where V is a k x k-matrix and W is a k x (n - k)-matrix, we 
have I/- ‘G = (E I/ ’ W). Consequently B = 1/ ’ W whicil we calculate 
from the linear equations VB= W by Cramer’s formula. The determinants 
are readily evaluated by applying a projective form of Vandermonde’s iden- 
tity: The determinant of the matrix (P,(Xi, Y,); I= l,..., k, i= l,..., k) is 
Il<j(xjyi-xiyj). I 
When k = 1, 2 or n - 2, n - 1, any MDS [n, k]-code is a Cauchy code. 
For k = 1,2 this can be seen by the correspondence (1 ), and for k = n - 2, 
n - 1 by Theorem 1. 
A(i jr=&i..i)41,ki- 11 
3 R(i.kt l)B(l. fj‘ 
Then the rows qf (E B) generote u Cuuch~~ c~ode if und onl>) $ ,/Or euch i E 
{ 3,..., k f, the expression (A(i, j) -- 1 )/(A(i, j)/.4(3. j) - 1) is independent q#’ 
the choice qf’,j E: {k + 2 ,.... n ). 
Proof In [12, Theorem E] we proved the following result under the 
additional assumption that n < card(K): 
The row space of (E B) is a generalized Reed- Solomon code if and only 
if, for each iE (3 ,..., k j, the expression (A (i, .j) -- 1 )/( A (i, ,j)iA (2, j) -- 1 ) is 
independent of the choice of j E i k -t 2 ,..., n 1. 
For n d card(K) + I, the proof of [ 12. Theorem E] carries over to 
Cauchy codes in a straightforward way. For instance, u(i) --a(j) has to be 
replaced by [cr,, x,]. The only significant change has to be made on [ 12, 
p. 2103, where the elements e and d(n) must be defined by t’= I(n) and 
d(n) = 1. Then a,? = r, and [ 12, Eq. (28)] remains true in the form 
B(,-)(i, j) =f!J ’ ___. 
41) CT. a,]’ 
i= I ,..., k, j=k + I . . . . . II. 1 
Remark 1. Using concepts of algebraic geometry one can measure the 
frequency of Cauchy codes among all MDS codes over a finite field K when 
the field becomes large. Let 3 d k d n - 3: and let K’ be the algebraic 
closure of K. By (1) the set of all MDS [n, k]-codes over K’ carries the 
structure of an algebraic manifold (i.e., a variety without singular points) of 
dimension k(n - k). By Theorem 3 and the results of [ 12 J the set of 
Cauchy [n, k]-codes over K” forms a (2n -4)-dimensional closed sub- 
manifold defined by the equations 
A(i,,i)- 1 A(i,j+ l)- 1 
A(i,j)/A(2,j)-l=A(i,j+l)/A(2,j+l)-1’ 
i = 3 ,.., k, ,j = k + 2,.., n - 1. 
So, in general, Cauchy codes are rare or non-generic. 
COROLLARY 1. Let Fc K he u finite-dimensional Galois extension with 
Galois group r=Gal(K/F), and let r act on K” by 7(x,,..., x,) = 
(y(x,),..., y(x,)). For a subspace V oj‘K” the set of vectors in V,fixed by I’ is 
denoted hv “V. 
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Let C be a Cauchy code over K of length n which is invariant (as a set) 
under r. Then the subfield subcode rC = C n F” is a Cauchy code over F. 
ProoJ: By descent theory [ 12, p. 1933 the maps 
UF”) 2 rw‘a, U - KU 
“V= VnF”+- V, 
are inverse order isomorphisms between the lattice of all subspaces of F” 
and the lattice of subspaces of K” which are invariant under r. Moreover, 
these maps preserve dimension and minimum distance. Hence rC is an 
MDS code over F and possesses a generator matrix of the form (E B), 
where B is a k x (n - k)-matrix over F for which all subdeterminants are 
nonzero. But (E B) also is a generator matrix of K(‘C) = C, so by 
Theorem 3 the entries of B satisfy certain algebraic relations (We may 
assume that 3 d k d n - 3). Since these relations are defined over the prime 
held of F and K, Theorem 3 in turn implies that ‘C is a Cauchy code 
over F. m 
EXAMPLES. 6. In [5, p. 2931 cyclic MDS codes over GF(q) of length n 
and dimension k are defined by specifying their generator polynomials, 
provided that n divides q + 1 and that q is even or k is odd. But the roots of 
lthese polynomials are consecutive powers of a primitive nth root of unity in 
lGF(q2) which are interchanged by the Galois group of GF(q’) over GF(q). 
Hence, by the corollary, these cyclic MDS codes are Cauchy codes. 
7. For the same reason, the quasicyclic MDS codes over GF(q) of 
length q + 1 and dimension k introduced in [ 141 are Cauchy codes. Here q 
is odd, k is even, and the roots of the generator polynomials are con- 
secutive terms of a geometric progression which are interchanged by the 
Galois group of GF(q2) over GF(q). 
IV. CHANGE OF PARAMETERS 
In this section we study how the codes C,(cc, y) depend on the 
parameters tl and y. Clearly 
C,(% Y) = C,(P, u) iff ui=Ayzy,,i=l ,..., nforsomeA~K*, 
and 
Cn-l(& Y)=c,~-,(BIv) iff u:=AyZy(,i=l,...,nforsomeA~K* 
where y’, v’ are derived from y, v as in Theorem 1. 
In order to state the result for 3 < /\ f II 2 we need same preparations. 
Let K* denote the multiplicative group K i0 I, and recall that 
K= Ku [ x ), On K’ ~- {O j WC introduce “polar coordinates” by the map 
Y: K2 - (O] + K* x K. Y(u, I:) .= (c, u/c) if p#O, and Y(zr. 0) = (rr, :’ i. The 
inverse of Y is @: K* x K-4 K’ -~ {O ). @(A :I = (/,z., .i! If : “; A. and 
@(A, 1.~ ) = (A, 0). The general linear group 
acts on K* - { 0 ] by ,f(u, v) = ( IJU + btl, cu + ukz)), and induces an operation 
of GL(2, K) on K* x K. Denoting the components of Y by Y, and Y,, we 
obtain an operation of GL(2, K) on K 
and a function 0: GL(2, K) x R + K*, @(,A 2) = Y,(f‘(@( 1, z))). For z E K, 
ad-be 
Qf,z)=cz+d if cz+d#O and @(f;z)=------- if C’Z + d = 0, 
--c 
whereas 
fl(,h CD) = ( if c#O and s(f; iG)=u if (a = 0. 
From the operation of GL(2, K) on K* x K 0 inherits the following proper- 
ties: &A, Z) = M(J z), @(id, Z) = 1 and H(fg, Z) = G(,f, g(z)) O(g, Z) where 
A E K*, f, g E GL(2, K), and z E K. 
(In the more sophisticated language of libre bundles, K” - (0) is a prin- 
cipal K*-bundle over g which admits the trivialization Y. Then the 
equivariant operation of GL(2, K) on K2 - (0) induces an operation on the 
base K and a 1-cocycle on GL(2, K) with values in the group of functions 
from K to K*.) 
Finally, consider the operation of GL(2, K) on K[X, Y], 
(fP)(X, Y)= q/lx+ BY, cx+ DY) 
wheref ’ = ($ i). Recalling that for z E K, P(z) is defined as P(@( 1, z)) we 
have 
(.I” -‘mz) = KL z)’ ~(.Nz)) (2) 
by a straightforward calculation. 
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THEOREM 4. Let 2~ k <n- 2. Then C,(a, y) = C&I, u) if and only if 
lYi=f(ai) and ui=M(f, ai)kpl y;, i = l,..., n, for some f~ GL(2, K) and 
,;1 E K*. 
Proof Suppose that Bi=f(aj) and ui= O(A ai)k ’ yj, i= l,..., n, for 
isome f~ GL(2, K). Let Pl(X, Y) = X’ ’ Yk ’ for I= l,..., k. Then a 
,generator matrix of C,(a, y) or C,(p, 0) is A = (y,P,(a;)) or B= (tliP,(pi)), 
respectively. Since the polynomials P, form a basis of K[X, Ylk ,, there 
(exists a matrix (c,,) E GL(k, K) such that f- ‘P,= CL= ,c,[P, for 
I= l,..., k. By (2) u,P~(/~~)= y,(f-‘P,)(a,)=C/;,=, c,,y,P,Ja,) for i= l,..., n, 
and thus the rows of A and B generate the same subspace of K’. 
In order to prove the other direction, suppose that C,(a, y) = C,(b, II). 
Then, by Theorem 2, 
d(j) 1 e(j) 1 
doCr,,=ae(i)CPi: 
i= 1 ,..., k, ,j= k + l,..., n, (3) 
where d(i) = yi II,,, [a,, a,l, 4A = Y,~L [a,, ajl, 44 = u, FI,+i LB,, Bill 
e(j) = vi n, [/I,, /I,], and 1 runs from 1 to k. It follows that 
But these fractions are cross ratios known from projective geometry (see, 
e.g., [6]). Thus we have proved that for all iE { l,..., k} andje jk + l,..., R} 
Since PGL(2, K) acts triply transitive on K, there exists an f E GL(2, K) 
such that f(a,)=/I,, f(a,)=Pr, and f(ali+ ,)=bk+ ,. Then, for each 
j~{k + 2,..., nj, [PI? B2, Pk+lr PiI = [al, a2? %+I? a,] = 
cftal )? f(a2)9 f tak + l ), f(aj)] = /%I, a,, fik+ , , f(oli)] which implies 
fi, =f(a,). Here we haved used that linear fractional transformations 
preserve the cross ratio, and that the cross ratio of four different points 
uniquely determines the fourth point. Similarly, for each ie {3,..., k}, 
CBl, bi? bk+l? fin] = [alT ai ak+lt %I = Cf(al),f(acl),f(ak+l),f(a,,)l = 
M 3 f(aJ, Bk+ 1 T BJ and hence /3i=f(aj). Consequently, [B,, /I,] = 
(XI Y2 - X2 YIW(al)T f(d) = (det (f)lW aI) Kh a,,J)Ca,, amI where 
we have applied (2) in both arguments. From (3) we obtain 
But this implies y,fI(f; ai)k -‘/vi = y,O(f; ai)“- ‘/v, for i = l,..., k and j= 
k + l,..., n, which ends the proof. 1 
The Hamming group of K” consists of all semilinear maps ,C: K” + A”, 
which preserve the Hamming weight, and is isomorphic to the semidirect 
product 
H(n, K)=(K*)” >a (S,,xGal(K)). 
Here (K*)” is the product group. S, is the symmetric group, Gal(K) is the 
Galois group of K over its prime field, and the direct product S,, x Gal(K) 
acts on (K*)” by (c,y)d=r, where c,=;l(d, I,,,). L= l,.... IZ. Thus the mul- 
tiplication in H(n, K) is given by 
where e, = c,y(d, I,,)), i = l,.... rz. The isomorphism from N(n. K) onto the 
Hamming group is 
(c; 0, ;‘) -+ [x -+ S(x)] 
where S(x), = c,~(x, I~,)), i = l,..., n. In the sequel we shall identify the 
Hamming group and H(n, K). Given a code C over K of length n. the 
automorphism group of C consists of all elements of the Hamming group 
which map C onto itself, and is denoted by Aut( C). Then the image of the 
homomorphism 
Aut(C) + S,,, (c; G, y ) -+ 0, 
is called the (underlying) permutation group of C, and is denoted by 
Per(C). Observe that Aut( C’ ) = Am(C) and Per(C’) = Per(C). 
The permutation group of a code is useful when studying the location of 
zeros in codewords. We remark that our notion of the automorphism 
group of a code agrees with that given in [to], whereas in [IS] only linear 
(instead of semilinear) automorphisms are considered. Because of their 
matrix representation linear automorphisms are also called monomial 
transformations. 
In this section we determine the automorphism groups of Cauchy codes. 
For k = 1 or n - 1 we have an isomorphism of groups 
(K* >a Gal(K)) x S, + Aut(C,(a, v)), (4 :‘; a) -+ (L’; 6, y), 
where Gal(K) acts on K* as usual, and c, = AY~I~(~v, I~,,), i = l,..., n. We 
conclude that Per(C,(a, y)) = S,, when k = 1 or n - 1. 
In order to state the result for 2 $ k <n - 2, we introduce a new group 
G(K) = (K* x GL(2, K)) x Gal(K) 
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where Gal(K) acts on K* as usual and on GL(2, K) by r(f) = (;I;,’ $S;{), f = 
(: I;). Then (AA Y)(P, g; 6) = (I, fu(s); ~6) in G(K). 
THEOREM 5. Let C= C,(a, y) be a Cauchy code over K with 
2: 6 k < n - 2. Define a subgroup of G(K) bJ 
G(K), = { (2, .f; Y) E G(K); f(y(L)) = L} 
hvhere L = {a,,..., a,} is the location set of C (Here we use the convention 
that y( co) = x, for y E Gal(K)). Then the map 
G(KJL --, Wn, K), (4 .f; Y) -+ (c; c> Y) 
lvhere c(,(~) = f(y(cr,)) and c, = M(f ‘, ui)kp ’ yily( yu~,~,)), i = l,..., n, is a 
group homomorphism from G(K), onto Am(C) the kernel of which is 
((pk ‘, p id; id); PE K*}. 
Proof. Using the properties of 0 it is easily verified that the above map 
js a group homomorphism with the given kernel. In order to show that its 
‘Image is Aut(C), let (c; g, y) E H(n, K). For x = (y,P(tx;)) E C we have 
I:C; cr, y)(x) = (viQ(fli)), where ui = ciy( yO-lci,) and /!J, = y(cc,~~~~,), i = l,..., n. 
Here Q E K[X, Ylk ~~ l is obtained from P E K[X, Ylk _ , by applying y to 
leach coefficient. Thus (c; cr, y) E Aut(C) if and only if C,(cc, y) = C,(/?, u). 
By Theorem 4 we conclude that (c; 0, y) E Aut( C) if and only if there exist 
(elements LE K* and f EGL(~, K) such that c(,(,)= f(y(cc,)) and c,v(y,~ I~~,) 
= M(,fmm’, ~;)~-‘y; for i= l,..., n. 1 
Remark 2. When considering subfield subcodes of Cauchy codes 
relative to a subfield F of K = GF(q), then the automorphisms (c; a, y) of C 
where c, E F for i= l,..., n are of interest because they induce 
automorphisms of the code Cn F” over F. For instance, the 
automorphisms of the binary extended double-error-correcting Goppa 
codes given in [ 10, p. 3511 are obtained in this way. 
Let PTL(2, K) denote the group of semilinear fractional transformations 
ay(z) + b 
’ + q(z) + d 
on K, where (; “,) E GL(2, K) and y E Gal(K). It is well known that 
PfL(2, K) = PGL(2, K) >a Gal(K) 
where PGL(2, K) is the group of linear fractional transformations 
which acts sharply triply transitive on I?. 
COROLLARY 2. Let C = C&a, V) be a Cuuchy code over K with 
2 6 k <n - 2, and let L he the locution set qj’ C. Then the map 
(FE PTL(2, K); F(L) = L} + Per(C), F-to 
bijhere Ed = F( x,) jar i = I ,..., II. is u .swjectice homomorphism of‘group.s. 
Now suppose that K= GF(q), where q = p”‘, p prime. If card(l)> p’, 
where 1 is the greatest proper divisor of m, then the above map is an 
isomorphism. Hence 
Per(C) 2: D, , >Q Gal(K) for L= K*. 
Per(C) 2: Aff( 1, K) >a Gal(K) for L = K, 
Per(C) z PGL(2, K) >a Gal(K) for L=R 
Here D, l is the dihedral group generated by the transformations 2 -+ iz 
and z --+ l/z, where 5 is a primitive element of K. Aff( 1, K) is the group of 
aftine transformations z -+ az + h where a E K*, h E K. 
Remurk 3. The permutation group of the doubly-extended 
Reed-Solomon (RS) codes over GE;(q) is PT’L(2.4). It is interesting to 
compare this result with that for generalized quadratic residue (GQR) 
codes. By [9 3 the permutation group of the extended GQR codes over the 
field F of length q + 1 contains PCL(2, 9) = PSL(2, q) >a Gal(GF(g)), where 
q = p”, p an odd prime, and F must not have characteristic p. Hence 
doubly-extended RS codes and extended GQR codes over E&s of charac- 
teristic 2 are two series of codes which admit PCL(2, 2”) or PCL(2, p”), p 
an odd prime, respectively. 
For Cauchy codes over fields of characteristic 2 the automorphism 
groups can be described as subgroups of the group 
TL(2, K) = GL(2, K) >a Gal(K) 
of invertible semilinear transformations of K2. 
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COROLLARY 3. Let C= C,(a, y) be a Cauchy code over a field K of 
characteristic 2 with 2 <k <n - 2. Define a subgroup of TL(2, K) by 
.where L = {z, ,..., a,,} is the location set qf C. Then the map 
TL(2, K), + Aut(C), (.f, Y) + (c; fl> 7) 
where aa = fMai)) and c, = det(.f)‘;2 tl(.f -‘, a,)k ’ y;/v( YOGIS,,), 
i = l,..., n, is an isomorphism of groups. 
(Here det(f) denotes the determinant ofJ) 
Remark 4. Using this result it is not difficult to show that the only 
cyclic Cauchy codes in characteristic 2 are the codes of Examples 1 and 6. 
In [8] a program is proposed how to determine all codes which admit a 
given primitive permutation group (But only permutations induced by 
monomial transformations are considered.) Applying this program to 
PGL(2,2”) = PSL(2,2”), where m 3 3, one has to induce up to SL(2,2”) 
the I-dimensional modules of the subgroup {f E SL(2,2”); f (oo ) = co } 
whose characters are 
1 = 0, l)...) 2” - 2. 
Then the submodules of the induced modules V, provide for a complete list 
of codes over K = GF(2”) admitting PSL(2,2”‘). The modules V, have 
dimension n = 2” + 1 over K, and their composition factors are given by 
the decomposition matrix in [3, p. 851. All Cauchy codes over K of dimen- 
sion k with location set R are isomorphic to a submodule of V,, where l= 0 
ifk=l or2”, and 1=2”-k if 2<k<2”-1. Since 
KCX Ylk -, -+ Cd@, Y), P + (yjP(ai));= I, 
is an isomorphism of SL(2, 2”)-modules, this submodule is irreducible if 
and only if k is a power of 2. 
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